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morNiNg keyNote addreSS: keviN CoNway diSCuSSioN 
led by david maCkiNNoN 
By James Walsh

in a nod to the conference’s theme, Kevin 
conway ‘84, managing partner, clayton, 
Dubilier & rice inc. (cD&r), in a dialogue with 
David macKinnon, partner, ernst & young llp 
(e&y), gave the morning keynote address de-
tailing the period of transition and recovery 
the private equity industry is going through 
and conjecturing on the industry’s future.

noting the “icy waters” private equity has 
had to navigate over the past few years, mr. 
macKinnon led off  the discussion by asking 
for mr. conway’s update on the state of the 
industry, noting that “it seems like we’re get-
ting a little bit of a pick-up in the third and 
fourth quarters of 2009.”

mr. conway was generally optimistic about 
the industry over the medium term, stating 
that in a recovery, private equity will be an 
integral part of the fi nancial economy and 
that the recovery will come in terms of port-
folio fi rms and in new transactions.  looking 
ahead, mr. conway said merger and acquisi-

tion transactions would drive private equity.  
“Whenever there’s a new combination of large 
corporate partners, they look at the portfolio of 
the new combination and see what fi ts.  private 
equity companies then step in and take over 
fi rms that haven’t gotten attention from their 
parents.”

however, the process will not be a quick one.  
the industry has a long period of sourcing: cD&r 
will look at fi fty diff erent transactions to fi nd one 
deal worth pursuing; so deals are being done 
today that came about years before.  in addition, 
mr. conway said that although new transactions 
are cause to be happy, the celebration does not 
come until a successful exit, generally years later.

mr. macKinnon acknowledged that his 
vantage point at e&y has also allowed him to 
see the diffi  culties deteriorating credit markets 
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caused in financing portfolio companies. he went on to add, “We’ve 
seen some investors buy back portions of debt in some of their port-
folio companies to take advantage of favorable pricing, help optimize 
the portfolio company’s capital structure, and provide expertise and 
support on the operational side of the business.” he then asked mr. 
conway to expand on his notion of the changing roles that some 
private equity firms are taking.

    mr. conway responded that the crisis is likely to change the pri-
vate equity landscape substantially going forward, which means a re-
turn to private equity’s roots. he said private equity excels when it acts 
as “solution capital,” bringing operational and management expertise 
to its portfolio companies in addition to simply supplying capital.

    cD&r has had great success with this model, but its recent suc-
cesses have not been representative of the debt-laden lbo boom, 
which powered much of the industry in recent years.  With a longer 
average holding period, more reliance on equity, and less of a focus 
on financial leverage and engineering, cD&r has utilized a unique pri-
vate equity model. mr. conway predicts this model will become more 
commonplace as capital markets recover and investment committees 
get tough and turn down deals more frequently.

impeding a rapid turnaround is an impending wall of debt that 
will come due for portfolio companies in 2011-2012.  on this issue, 
mr. conway was to the point, “some firms will get into trouble.”  many 
portfolio companies have been unable to de-lever because they have 
been unable to grow cash flows in the downturn.  still, mr. conway 
noted, many firms have refinanced, and they should be able to roll 
over debt moving forward.

mr. macKinnon then asked mr. conway to turn his attention to the 
future.  reiterating that fundraising and access to debt have been 
substantially down, as well as deal activity and exit opportunities, mr. 

macKinnon asked what the industry will look like in five years; in par-
ticular, he asked mr. conway to focus on the winners that will emerge 
from this crisis.

Despite the problems facing the industry, mr. conway sees im-
mense opportunity as well, saying the common belief that returns 
will come down due to the low amount of capital available and bad 
financing environment is a given.  the flip side is less competition for 
deals.  on a risk adjusted basis, he actually sees higher returns as the 
industry returns to a “solution capital” model.

having examined the opportunities and challenges the industry 
will face, mr. conway attempted to frame what the industry will look 
like in the future.  he noted that private equity is a label applied to a 
broad range of firms and strategies-- so there are many ways to be 
successful.  over the long term, noncompetitive firms will fade away 
and go out of business, but the industry cycle is lengthy, and it will 
take a while to separate the winners from the losers.

mr. conway went on to say the winners might not resemble the 
firms we see today.  many private equity firms will look like more tra-
ditional asset managers and even other types of financial institutions, 
pointing to Kohlberg Kravis and roberts’ building of a broker dealer 
as an example.  however, mr. conway said it is difficult to change 
because execution is very hard to do, but some will be successful.  
What is certain is that the industry will be very different, and people 
will think and talk about it differently.

in mr. conway’s view, if private equity returns to its roots of creat-
ing value in businesses, driving returns from operational improve-
ments, and relying less on financial leverage, the industry will pros-
per.  “over the long term, private equity can be a very positive engine 
for change on the economic, employment and innovation fronts,” mr. 
conway concluded. 

morning Keynote aDDress: Kevin conWay Discussion leD by DaviD macKinnon continued on page 2  

New Capital StruCtureS: Creative approaCheS to SuStaiNability aNd Stability  
By Christine Young

 
no matter how much capital structures have changed in recent 

years, one fact remains: those who create value will succeed, and 
those who think creatively will be rewarded. that was the consensus 
of the discussion on the  “new capital structures: creative approach-
es to sustainability and stability” panel; most of whom see hope on 
the horizon.

“a lot of deals take three to six months to close,” said patrick 
Dalton ‘97, president and chief operating officer, apollo investment 
corporation. “i haven’t seen banks extending commitments beyond 
90 days. that creates opportunity for us and what we do.”

moderator David snow, executive editor and Director, pei media, 
said private equity firms are generally viewed as loaded with portfolio 
companies whose earnings are falling because they were overlever-
aged and overvalued in 2006 and 2007.

“all of this is true to varying degrees,” said mark Dzialga ’90, 
managing Director, general atlantic, “thankfully, it might not be as 
bad as many people describe it.” “there’s a notion that there’s a wall 
of private equity debt,” added professor morten sorensen, columbia 
business school.  “this is misleading.  the actual picture is that we’re 
looking a trillion dollars of debt, but it’s going to be refinanced.” 

“We’re sitting here with a hot credit market,” said mr. Dalton. 
“there’s a wall out there.  extend, amend, pretend – whatever they’re 
going to do to chip it away.”

“i’m a bit more worried there will be a big wall if there’s not a strong 
early market in the next couple of months,” said mr. Dzialga.  “there’s a 
need to take companies out there and make them public, and inves-
tors will be careful about risk.”

in any case, the looming debt will require creativity, said stephen 
Wesson ‘97, managing Director and head of auda’s global private eq-
uity activities.  “there are a lot of different avenues,” mr. Wesson said. 

“some firms are amending and extending debt already.”
there have also been poor decisions, admitted mr. Dzialga. “but in 

many cases, a proactive approach has driven good results,” he said, 
“thanks to the tools that helped us weather the storm and create 
value.”

“it’s amazing how much cost has been taken out of the system,” 
added mr. Wesson. “one company was able to generate an 8 percent 
increase across their portfolio in 2009.  that’s a good example of the 
work that’s going on.”

the best-case scenario, said professor sorensen, would be for 
equity markets to bounce back, and for the ipo market to once again 
become a source of cash. the worst case, he said, would be for the 
loan values to fall. “but even that has an upside,” he noted with a 
smile. “less to refinance.”

Patrick Dalton ‘97, PresiDent anD coo of aPollo investment corPoration, Discusses the 
oPPortunities that his firm is looking to take aDvantage of in this new  
economic environment
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FiNdiNg the gem: what deFiNeS a “breakthrough CompaNy” today?  
By Nicole C. Wong and Marco Minoli

 

“the single biggest predictor of success is passion and the second 
one is having something to prove, to demonstrate the world that they 
are wrong.” With these words, Josh Wolfe, co-founder and manag-
ing partner, lux capital management, expressed what the panelists 
agreed to be the two most important characteristics shared by suc-
cessful breakthrough companies and entrepreneurs. adam slutsky 
‘87, chief executive, mimeo.com, provided the following definition 
of passion: “if you don’t wake up for a solid month every single day 
thinking about that thing, you are not passionate about it.” 

passion alone, however, is not enough to build a solid business. 
the makeup and mindset of the founding team are also crucial to 
investors. having the right mix of people with complementary skills 
and competences is important. george caravias ‘09, chief executive, 
grid logic, in particular pointed out that each core team should be 
composed by at least two people - one with product and operational 
expertise and the other with customer-focus and strong sales ability. 
on the other hand, teams should never be too big because coordina-
tion, cooperation and consensus are also crucial factors to success, 
especially at the early stage of a company. 

previous entrepreneurial experience is also plays a fundamen-
tal role.  larry J. lawrence ‘71, managing partner, allegra partners, 
recalled research from columbia business school’s eugene lang 
entrepreneurship center that shows the biggest indicator of success 
is whether someone has been an entrepreneur before – regardless 
of whether that person failed or succeeded in the prior endeavor.  
“there’s a middle ground here,” mr. lawrence said. “clearly some 
people are born with the instincts, the drive, and the charisma to get 
other people to understand what they’re doing and follow along with 
them. but there’s the educational factor of having prior experience 
doing what you’re trying to do.”

mr. slutsky gave important advice to aspiring entrepreneurs, “if 
it is anything other than establishing a profitable, recurring busi-

ness model, do not start!” he stresses that the main goal should be 
establishing a sustainable, self-standing business. the existence of 
viable opportunities for exit should not be the ultimate and only 
goal when starting a new venture. mr. caravias added that success-
ful start-ups develop a competitive advantage, find a niche in the 
market and dominating it. scalability is achieved by expanding into 
adjacent niches with a reasonable amount of capital. 

“some of our biggest successes have been things that turned 
out very differently than we thought they would at the beginning,” 
said mr. lawrence. this summarizes both the essence and the risks 
involved in the venture capital business. luck often plays a key role, 
but adaptability is what really defines a successful entrepreneur and 
company: the ability to react to unexpected and unpredicted events, 
to see beyond the initial business plan and capture opportunities as 
soon as they arise.            

diStreSSed iNveStmeNt paNel: a CaSe Study - milaCroN buSiNeSSeS exit Chapter 11    
By James Walsh

 

the bankruptcies of general motors and chrysler have grabbed 
financial headlines, causing a considerable amount of controversy 
over the use of so-called 363 sales to dispose of assets in a bankrupt-
cy.  using the milacron inc. chapter 11 bankruptcy as a case study, an 
esteemed panel consisting of practitioners and members from aca-
demia examined the difficult need to balance fairness and transpar-
ency in a bankruptcy process versus the need for speed of execution 
when a company’s financial fortunes are rapidly deteriorating.

michael spector, a bankruptcy and restructuring reporter for the 
Wall street Journal, moderated the panel. he began the session by 
highlighting the dire economic backdrop that precipitated milacron’s 
descent into financial distress, which resulted in its bankruptcy filing 
in march of last year. With over $300 million in debt, including ap-
proximately $20 million at a foreign subsidiary, the rapid deteriora-
tion of capital markets in late 2008 caught milacron management 
and their advisors off guard. the company’s financial health deterio-
rated so quickly that milacron’s legal and financial advisors pursued a 
363 sale due to the expedited nature of the process.

edith hotchkiss, associate professor, finance Department, boston 
college’s carroll school of management, kicked off a spirited debate 
by questioning the fairness and transparency of the milacron sale 
process.  professor hotchkiss took issue with the transfer of milacron’s 
pension liabilities to the pension benefit guarantee corporation 
(pbgc) without a true auction of milacron’s operating assets. she 
contends this may have garnered a higher price than the Debtors in 

DistresseD investment panel: a case stuDy -  
milacron businesses exit chapter 11  
continued on page 4

a knowleDgeable Panel of exPerts raise imPortant lessons from the milacron case 
stuDy During the DistresseD Panel

aDam slutsky ‘87, ceo, mimeo, Draws smiles from the rest of the Panel as he offers 
aDvice to asPiring entrePreneurs 

possession (Dip) investors paid through the 363 sale. Dip financing is 
a special form of financing provided for companies who have filled 
chapter 11 that is usually more senior than debt, equity or any other 
securities issued by the company. 

the three industry practitioners on the panel were unified in their 
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defense of milacron and the 363 process 
used.  stephen antinelli, managing Director, 
rothschild’s restructuring group in new 
york, noted, “the bottom fell out of the 
entire market.”  he went on to say that even 
milacron’s services business, which may 
have held up in other downturns, fell apart 
as companies “cannibalized their existing 
machines for parts” rather than bringing in 
milacron’s engineers to repair them.  

michael torkin, partner, shearman & ster-
ling and a leading distressed advisory law-
yer, explained the dynamic circumstances 
surrounding the milacron bankruptcy, stat-
ing “the court needed to act decisively and 
expediently to the exclusion of a lengthy 
auction process because the company 
would have evaporated without two buyers 
who could cut a check immediately.” 

using a 363 sale expedited the bankruptcy 
process.  many firms interested in providing 
financing and becoming Debtors in posses-
sion did not have the necessary time to open 
milacron’s books and take a deep look at the 
company’s financing.  by allowing only a small 
set of investors to provide the Dip financing, 
eventually expecting to have their debt position 
transformed into an equity stake through the 
bankruptcy process, the company avoided the 
delay that would have occurred in opening the 
company to a disparate set of collateralized 
Debt obligation (cDo) holders.

robert Del genio, co-founder and principal, 
conway Del genio gries & co., supported the 
purported need for expediency and noted that 
this was not a traditional reorganization.  “We 
had 90 days to get something done.”  in address-
ing Dr. hotchkiss’s questions on fairness, he went 

on to say there was a negotiation in the 
process and that the debt holders did not 
simply arrive at a price. he argued that there 
was simply no money available for unse-
cured creditors, including the pension fund.  
in the interest of appearing fair before the 
bankruptcy court, the debt holders agreed 
to pick up a number of liabilities that would 
not have been honored in a simple sale of 
assets. 

to close the session, mr. spector asked 
the panel whether milacron had the right 
to exist going forward.  the panelists found 
common ground with the three industry 
practitioners coming out in favor of the deal 
they worked on and Dr. hotchkiss intoning, 
“When investors are willing to take a long-
term stake it is a signal that they must see 
some value there.”

 DistresseD investment panel: a case stuDy - milacron businesses exit chapter 11 continued from page 3  

 

negative events can create positive 
opportunities for private equity, and the 
industry should be playing a major role in 
easing these troubled times, according to 
sander levy ‘87, founding partner, vestar 
capital partners.

mr. levy chatted with columbia business 
school professor charles Jones, robert W. 
lear professor of finance and economics 
chair, during the luncheon Dialogue.

“there are times when the markets are 
dislocated, like the banks are now,” mr. levy 
said. “there are points in time, typically be-
cause of an exogenous event, when capital 
gets wiped out.”

mr. levy pointed to hurricane Katrina 
in 2005, when insurance companies were 
barraged with claims, and capital became 
scarce. “the whole sector needed capital, 
and one source was private equity,” he 
explained. “insurance gets expensive after 
these moments of dislocation, which offer  
the opportunity for good returns.”

While the current capital crisis should present similar pros-
pects, barriers have come up instead, and these days, “private 
equity is searching for a way to be a solution,” said mr. levy. for 
example, the industry was eager to invest in troubled banks a 
year ago, until it became the target of onerous regulations and 
binding restrictions from the fDic.

 “We were extremely surprised at the backlash … when there 
was a massive need for capital,” mr. levy recalled.  “We are, in es-
sence, persona non-grata.  it’s surprising and a shame because of 
what value private equity could bring to the table.” 

professor Jones said private equity would seem a good bet for 
the banks. “by having something privately owned, your group can 
execute a long-run strategy,” he said.

in fact, two troubled banks bought out by private investors are 
doing well today. indymac was sold to one West bank fsb, fund-
ed by a consortium of private equity investors, and bankunited 
fsb’s operations were sold to a newly chartered federal savings 
bank owned by a group of private equity investors. 

mr. levy predicts there will not be any more such transac-
tions. “i’d be surprised if you see another indy mac,” he said. “i’ll 
be surprised to see another consortium of private equity come 
together to buy another bank.” investing in financial services is 
like investing in any sector, mr. levy observed.  “you’re thinking 
about a good franchise, a solid management team with a vision 
for the future, and the ability to execute it.”

luNCheoN dialogue keyNote- SaNder levy                          
By Christine Young

sanDer levy ‘87, founDing Partner, vestar caPital Partners, anD columbia business school Professor charles Jones have 
a fascinating Discussion about the role Private equity can Play in the recovery
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private equity paNel: the New iNterNatioNaliSm - regulatory  
praCtiCeS aNd global private equity opportuNitieS    
By James Walsh

 

in a timely discussion moderated by 
David carey, senior Writer, the Deal llc, the 
audience heard a private equity lawyer, a law 
professor, and a public policy advocate dis-
cuss the changing global regulatory regimes 
in the investment management industry.  
mr. carey took panelists on a region-by-
region examination of the industry begin-
ning with various proposals currently under 
debate in the united states congress.

micah green, partner, patton boggs, led 
off the discussion with a synopsis of the 
regulatory environment in Washington.  
“following the $750 billion bailout, there 
was always going to be a pound of flesh in 
return. the trouble asset relief program 
(tarp) evolved into an equity purchase pro-
gram; paulson told larger banks they would 
volunteer, and the administration simultane-
ously called this a bailout (coincident with 
aig events).”  mr. green went on to note 
several billon dollars went to various finan-
cial institutions, while many americans were 
fired and others fell behind on mortgages. 

both mr. green and Kirk radke, partner, 
Kirkland & ellis, condemned the regulatory 
response.  mr. green noted the administra-
tion felt the need to respond via the volker 
proposal currently under debate, which is 
meant to limit risk. the problem, accord-
ing to mr. radke, is that “the private equity 
industry had almost zero systemic risk 
associated with its activities.”  the issue for 
private equity players now is how to make 
policymakers and the public understands 
the real risk profile of the industry and the 
benefits the industry provides in terms of 
jobs and economic growth.  the industry’s 
challenge will be getting those messages 
out, which would be difficult even in normal 
times but is even more so now.

to counter, steven Davidoff, associate 
law professor, university of connecticut law 
school, warned, “we must be aware we’re in 
a dynamic environment.  banks are changing 
their business models and pulling back on 
private equity and hedge fund investments.  
people are pissed and it’s clear that regula-
tory subsidies are going to banks.  private 
equity is an easy villain.”

continuing the discussion on systemic 
risk, mr. carey then asked the panel if 
proposed regulations in europe limiting 
financial institutions’ investments in private 
equity were protectionist. from his public 
policy perch, mr. green noted, “the regula-
tory environment is extraordinary.  there 
will be regulatory competition eventually 
because people want to be financial centers, 
but the whole world is regulating now.”  the 

panel was unanimous in acknowledging that 
the risk of implementation of these regulations 
is real.

Keeping with the discussion on increasing 
regulation, mr. carey reminded the panel of the 
regulatory backlash against “windfall” private 
equity profits in parts of asia.  specifically, 
he mentioned south Korea bringing criminal 
charges against private equity group lone star 
and the recent $650 million tax assessment the 
australian government put on tpg partners.

panel members noted that this is clearly a 
concern for the industry.  generally speaking, 
the risk is that a private equity firm enters into a 
great transaction that has met all rules and then 
the rules change.  mr. radke warned, “there will 
be marginal transactions that don’t get done 
because of this.  but, over time, people will work 
their way through it.”  continuing to pound 
home the notion that there is very little regula-
tory competition across the globe, mr. green 
claimed “there’s a risk of this problem in the us, 
so it’s not just an offshore problem.  populism 
poses an additional risk even in the us.”  

professor Davidoff added, “australia had some 
ambiguity in tax laws, so the issue is whether 
tpg is tax dodging or whether the law is unclear. 
these cases add clarity to the process, but there 
is political anger clouding that clarity currently. 
there may be a future once law becomes more 
settled.” thus, the risk of sudden regulatory 
change will lessen over time.

according to professor Davidoff, sovereign 
wealth funds with tremendous amounts of 
capital and interests in building their economies, 
not just their balance sheets, are adding further 
complications to the regulatory environment.  
private equity funds are consequently in a hurry 
“to establish a flag” before they are boxed out 
by governments who may be able to dominate 
the industry in the future.  firms need an actual 
physical presence on location so they will be 

able to raise funds down the line. profes-
sor Davidoff went on to say “you can’t just 
scale up blackstone’s model and export it to 
china.  you’re dealing with a government, 
not with citizens and companies. ”

to conclude the session, panelists offered 
their assessments on the future of private 
equity regimes at home and abroad.  the 
panel agreed that the next several months 
would provide clarity in the united states, 
focusing particularly on the senate.  

Democratic senator chris Dodd, chair-
man of the senate banking committee, is 
currently negotiating directly with republi-
can senator richard shelby to hammer out 
a bi-partisan package on banking reform 
that could explicitly affect the private equity 
industry.  mr. green feels that congress will 
pass substantial regulatory reform and the 
global reaction to that legislation will be 
very telling.  he notes that nations cannot 
regulate markets in a jurisdictionally centric 
manner so there is a high likelihood that 
there will be more coordinated regulatory 
efforts going forward.  

professor Davidoff added that private equity 
firms were wise in negotiating “covenant-lite” 
deals with banks.  the banks, in turn, were 
smart to pass these deals on to investors 
through securitization.  in response, it is natural 
for congress to force banks to keep some part 
of securitization on their balance sheets.  this 
may impact private equity firms, as banks will 
be less willing to finance leverage buyouts 
deals when they cannot unload the liabilities 
through securitization.  “this appears to be 
a global development,” professor Davidoff 
concluded.

Professor DaviDoff, university of connecticut school of law, offers an acaDemic PersPective on the imPact of sovereign 
wealth funDs on the regulatory environment.
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balaNCiNg aCt: examiNiNg the New geNeral partNer/limited partNer paradigm                        
By Christine Young

 

new regulations and disclosure rules have given limited partners 
a lot more clout, and they are not shy about using it to get a bigger 
slice of the pie. this was the focus of the panel entitled “balancing act: 
examining the new general partner/limited partner paradigm,” which 
had panelists grappling with the emerging power struggle between 
limited partners and general partners.

much of the tension has been over fees, an area where limited part-
ners have already made some headway. “some fees got out of hand 
during the heyday; we’ve seen progress in sharing,” said christopher 
pace ‘87 principal, siguler guff. “it’s a time of great accommodation,” 
agreed iain leigh, managing partner, alpinvest partners. “it’s the 
period of time when it’s extremely difficult for general partners to 
raise money.”

christopher J. Wolfe ‘01, managing Director and chief of invest-
ment strategy, rockefeller and company, predicted that in 2010, the 
financing markets would be selective.  “looking at 2011 and how that 
will shake out, we want to be very patient,” he said.

limited partners are more vocal than ever before, according to 
suzanne Donohoe, member, global head of client and partner group, 
Kohlberg Kravis & roberts (KKr). “We’re trying to be a partner and 
understand what’s important to them,” she said. “the issues they care 
about are in transparency and governance areas, and also what it 
takes to make money – generating return on capital.” mr. leigh con-
curred, noting the recent rush to ipos and exits. “institutional private 
equity necessitates constant allocations over the long run to provide 
superior returns,” he said. “as an lp focused on the long term, i would 
be upset if one of the gps went short term to satisfy others. if it’s not 
right to sell the business, we would rather the gp hold on to it.” 

mr. pace still wants more progress on fees. “We’d like to see 100 per-
cent of advance fees and board fees go to offset management fees,” 
he said. “in the ideal, we’d like to see budgeted fees for every fund.” 

being kept in the loop is also important, said mr. pace. “if there are 
problems, we want to know about them.”

moderator Dan primack, thomson financial asked if limited 
partners have enough contact with one another to exert meaningful 
pressure. in fact, limited partners typically meet during the general 
partner investor meeting, an environment not favorable to open dis-
cussion. still, there have been a number of instances when limited 
partners have gotten to know each other very well, according to mr. 
leigh. “When there’s been a problem with a gp, then we become 
very sociable,” mr. leigh said. “the old standards are changing; we’re 
seeing a willingness on the part of general partners to be flexible.”

going forward, mr. leigh said, it is important to reset the fundamental 
tenets of the industry, and a key to its stability is aligning the interests of the 
general partners and limited partners. ms. Donohoe added “the gp has to in-
centivize the team...this is going to be a dynamic process...and it comes down 
to listening to your partners and finding out what matters most to them.”

piCkiNg up the pieCeS: real eState iNveStiNg iN the 21St CeNtury’S SeCoNd deCade                        
By Nicole C. Wong

 

it has been three to four years since new york’s commercial real 
estate scene made sense to chris mayer, senior vice Dean and paul 
milstein professor of real estate, columbia business school. “certainly 
by 2006, i thought the market had already passed reasonable levels of 
pricing,” professor mayer said during a panel session entitled “pick-
ing up the pieces: real estate investing in the 21st century’s second 
Decade.”

he is not alone.  an array of industry insiders sitting on the panel 
revealed a common bewilderment over the deals that were being 
struck in the boom years and hinted that the motives that led to this 
mess may resurface in years to come. 

office space leases surged from $80 per square foot in 2003 to 
$165 per square foot in 2008.  back then louis D’avanzo ‘91, execu-
tive vice president, cushman & Wakefield inc., had incorporated that 
trend line into charts for clients, providing them with projections on 
how high to bid.  he tried to make clients understand that even if they 
underwrote the deal at a high number, they may not win the bidding 
because other dealmakers were discarding the fundamentals in a race 
to snap up properties.

the voraciousness spread elsewhere.  When ubs securities llc 
was examining the financing of property flips, people were saying, 
“We have to do this business. We need this business,’’ recalled mark 
green ‘06, managing Director, ubs securities llc. market players were 
concerned that if they do not do it, some other firm will. “there was an 
army of people lined up to not only finance it, but to buy it.”

now, that appetite is gone.  the past year’s banking meltdown 
has yanked the commercial real estate sector back to reality.  “What’s 

going on today is part of a whoosh kind of moment. it’s part of the 
normal cyclical downturn,” said David m. sherman ‘82, president, 
metropolitan real estate equity management llc, but “it’s worse 
than normal…. no one in my shop envisioned how bad it would be 
today.”

today, mr. D’avanzo’s clients are moving into smaller office spaces, 
in part because they have reduced the size of their workforces. and 
there are fewer commercial foreclosures now compared to twelve 
months ago.  “everyone is pushing this off to the future,” professor 
mayer said. “it’s not ‘extend it and pretend.’ it’s ‘extend it and pray.’” 

moDerator Dan Primack anD christoPher Pace  ‘87 listen attentively as iain leigh aD-
Dresses the auDience During the balancing act Panel

mark green, managing Director, ubs securities llc, resPonDs to auDience questions 
During the real estate Panel

picKing up the pieces: real estate investing in the  

21st century’s seconD DecaDe                        

continued on page 7
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aFterNooN keyNote Speaker- weS edeNS   
By Cutler Cook

 

Wes edens, founder and co-chairman, fortress investment group, 
was the afternoon keynote speaker discussing the topic of “looking 
back to shape the future.” mr. edens began his career trading securi-
ties at the time of the resolution trust company (rtc)– the last major 
government bailout – and “legged into” the private equity industry 
as deals became available to buy not only securities but also whole 
companies.  in 1998, mr. edens and two partners founded fortress, 
which now manages over $30 billion in private equity and hedge 
fund related assets and is one of a few alternative asset managers to 
operate its management company as a public entity.

mr. edens began by walking through the macro context of the last 
18 months, since “you can’t really have a good view of what’s going 
on in the private equity markets unless you have a good snapshot of 
what’s going on in the world around it.”  he opened by noting that 
if one were to have crawled into a hole for the last 18 months upon 
stepping out of the hole one would observe that most equity and 
credit markets look the same as they did 18 months ago and trade 
at similar levels, and one might assume nothing had happened to 
almost bring the “end of the world.”  exceptions to this observation 
are found in the real estate sector and in the securitization space, but 
what did the government do to save the world “from the abyss” that it 
stared at in the interim?

in fact, edens believes that complete catastrophe was averted not 
by any one thing that the government did, but because the govern-
ment did everything – “throwing the kitchen sink” at the problem.  
an interesting slide traced how since the inception of the crisis, the 
government has announced $16 trillion (a year’s worth of gDp) in 
programs, including a few “favorites” of mr. edens like the guarantee 
of the commercial paper market in november 2008.  through these 
measures, the government was able to preserve the feasibility of the 
financial system.  in may 2008 with the announcement of bank “stress 
tests,” mr. edens believes the healing began, as “a capital formation 
firestorm” ensued, including $250 billion of bank raised capital.

comparing the recent crisis to the rtc years, mr. edens noted that 
the main difference in the government’s execution this time around 
has been its willingness to continue to hold assets rather than dump-
ing them, as in the case of the rtc.  as such, what many expected to 
be a “great liquidation” has turned into simply a “great refinancing.”  

While he believes there is some cause for celebration, as climbers 
do at the peak of a mountain, mr. edens noted that 80% of climbing 
fatalities occur on the descent.  he expects many more banks to fail 
(so far only about 166 banks have been closed versus 767 in the mid-
90’s), and he worries about certain exogenous risks becoming system-
ic. the biggest stumbling block to recovery, he repeated several times, 
lies with constrained access to financing, as without financing, there 
can be little business formation, and without business formation, 
there can be little job and gDp growth – a basic identity, which he 
thinks many politicians have failed to appreciate.  further risks lie with 
china (whose credit tightening significantly dented the global equity 
markets in January), european sovereign problems, and unintended 
consequences of government intervention still to come on the way 

down; none of which he believes will cause systemic meltdowns, 
though he acknowledged that each could do so.

moving forward, looking at the macro, mr. edens believes that cen-
trist policy, low interest rates, no systemic failures and job creation 
will lead to further improved markets. nevertheless, he recognizes 
that a climb in interest rates (possibly driven by chinese credit 
tightening) could be a major threat.  he believes the federal reserve 
must reduce liquidity and raise rates, while carefully allowing for gDp 
growth. 

focusing in on the private equity industry, mr. edens answered 
a question he is commonly asked – “is the pe model impaired?”  in 
his opinion, the main reason that the industry has staying power 
is because, like Warren buffet’s, ms ‘51, model of investing, private 
equity allows great managers to earn cash through strong execution, 
while an owner/investor is left with the decision of where and how 
to invest that cash.  that fact “is the same today as it was 15 years ago 
and as it will be 15 years from now” and is the main reason that, ac-
cording to mr. edens, the private equity model “makes a tremendous 
amount of sense.”

looking ahead, mr. edens believes that the number one biggest 
challenge facing the private equity industry is the strength of financ-
ing markets.  While banks have recapitalized and high yield bond 
performance has rocketed in the past year, securitization has all but 
disappeared, as has the “shadow banking system,” which was previ-
ously responsible for two thirds of the world’s capital.  there is a large 
opportunity to participate in the rebuilding of that system according 
to mr. edens.  in the meantime, private equity deals will continue to 
be smaller and capitalized with more equity, and the cost of illiquid-
ity will be priced more expensively going forward as investors guard 
their liquidity more carefully.  a return to what mr. edens defined as 
“normalcy” could take “years and years and years.”

wes eDens, founDer anD ceo, fortress investment grouP, offers an informative overview 
of the macro context of the last 18 months

picKing up the pieces: real estate investing in the 21st century’s seconD DecaDe continued from page 6

mr. sherman predicts there will be quite a few restructurings 
between now and 2012, allowing a $50 million loan to be rewritten as 
a $30 million one, allowing the indebted to have not just another year, 
but another two years to repay. 

mr. sherman also speculates that rents will fetch up to $100 per 
square foot again because that is the price-point that will be required 
to generate a seven to eight percent yield on the steel, concrete, labor 
and other inputs for new construction.  Does it sound a bit ridiculous 
that rents will soar that high after everything that’s happened with 

the real estate market?  Well, mr. sherman challenges the skeptics-
wouldn’t it be more ridiculous to instead predict that developers 
won’t erect a new building in new york in the coming decade?  he 
believes someone will build more office space, despite the high 
rental price-point required to recoup the costs of doing so.    

“people just like new things,” added mr. D’avanzo. “sometimes 
it helps your business. sometimes it helps you do new things… 
but there will be that need for new product.” and professor mayer 
chimed in, “the new product will price at a big premium.”
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the columbia business school Private equity and venture capital club volunteers

Professor laura resnikoff, Director of the columbia business school Private equity 
Program, delivers her closing remarks

the columbia business school Private equity and venture capital club together 
with columbia business school’s Private equity Program are pleased to present the 
2010 edition of the carried interest, a publication for columbia business school 
alumni and industry practitioners in the private equity and venture capital com-
munities, highlighting the 16th annual Private equity and venture capital confer-
ence. this year’s conference drew more than 750 private equity and venture capital 
practitioners and students to columbia university’s largest venue on campus, 
alfred lerner hall.

for more information regarding future events of interest, please visit these 
columbia business school web sites: Private equity Program, www.gsb.columbia.
edu/privateequity and the Private equity and venture capital club,  
www.gsb.columbia.edu/students/organizations/pevc/

Save the date 
17th annual private equity and venture Capital Conference 

February 25, 2011
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